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Prime Elements
-Broad Coverage and Recognition of Completeness

-Multi-Metric Measurement

-Standardization



Some Basic 
Terminology

Scenario:

Adaptation:

The paper follows 5-shot-prompting strategy

Metrics:



Roadmap

A taxonomy of evaluation space is created

Core scenarios are selected on the basis of three core 
criteria:-

Task

Priority assignment (user-interface)

Discarding impossible tasks (multi-modal 

tasks/ language barrier)

Domain

Who(gender)/ when(time)/ what (genre)

No "where"

Language

English and its various derivatives



QA
Datasets of commonsense, knowledge and reasoning are considered, ex: Naturalquestion, 
Hellaswap, TruthfulQA etc.

Information Retrieval



Summarization
Overall Quality—Faithfulness—Extractiveness 

Sentiment Analysis

Toxicity Detection



Metrics

Accuracy

F1-score for word overlap in QAing
MRR/NDCG score for information retrieval
ROUGE score for summarization

Calibration
Assignment of meaningful probabilities
ECE-10 ( expected calibration error)

Robustness
Worst case performance is extracted
Invariance (semantics preserving perturbation)

Equivariance (semantics-altering perturbation)

Fairness
Counterfactual—Performance Disparity

Bias and Stereotypes

Toxicity
Perspective API is used

Efficiency





Models

30 Models are selected according to size, training 
procedure, organization and access (GPT-NeoX (20B), 
OPT) | GPT-3 davinci v1 (175B), J1-Jumbo v1 (178B)

Model live performance is not guaranteed

Some issues:

Some models do not provide probabilities

API tokenization error

Model contamination:

Incomplete information

Results are flagged for these models



Adaptation Via 
Prompting

5 in-context examples are chosen for fine-tuning

Examples are smartly selected

Experiments are re-run 3 times to ensure correctness

Prompt formatting is also taken care of:



Results



Results



Results



Results

No strong trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. For 
each family of models (e.g. different size variants of GPT-
3), we find that as models become larger, accuracy 
consistently improves but with higher training and 
inference cost.

Question Answering: InstructGPT davinci v2 is the most 
accurate

Information Retrieval: best models outperformed classical 
retrieval methods.

Toxicity detection: Most models are not particularly 
accurate. OPT (175b) suffers in detecting toxicity.

Targetted Scenarios were also discussed.



DISCUSSION!


